By James Moody

The Rate Review Committee has presented a consolidated housing and dining rates report. The report covered facilities, buildings, and rates for the consolidated System housing budget.

Inflation and reallocation from decreased under a separate budget. The committee reported renovations. The other graduate accounted separately. This is because the Housing System" budget since increases as well as our ability to maintain.

The group went through a budget at the overall housing budget.

The committee was formed to the entire housing system.

This concept was continued this year, and will be in the future.

One of the other items taken was reasonable, some items were considered separately, both from a cost standpoint (not the lifestyle)." The committee, since deciding on a subjective matter.

The committee then looked at a weekend plan to be "fine tuned," after the major process due omitted the area in the tower.)

It was hoped this year that the commons would only have to be "fine tuned," after the major process due to the high cost of ventilation, and surfaces in these areas. Some costs now include water, electricity, desk service, credits for laundry costs, and MacGregor.
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